
Dear Membership,		 	 	 	 	 	 September 22, 2020

They say it is always darkest before the dawn. The passing of Ruth Bader 
Ginsburg Friday is a great loss.  The partisan rhetoric in DC is going to make it 
more difficult to get our message of urgency to pass a COVID relief bill.  So we 
need to increase our #ReliefNOW campaign.


Please keep sending us your #saveourwings photos.  Tweet them or we can 
Tweet them for you. Post them on Social Media. We’ve made it easy for you to 
tweet by following this link: 

https://www.afacwa.org/tweet_congress_save_our_jobs_and_extend_psp


Let’s all keep calling our Senators not only in Hawai’i but also those of us living 
in CA, WA, OR, NV, and AZ. Two calls everyday to their local offices listed below.

 

Script:

Name, constituent, and I want to thank the Senator for supporting the Payroll 
Support Program.  Please turn your support into action.  There is overwhelming 
bi-partisan support in Congress for passing a covid relief bill that includes a 
clean extension of the PSP,  preventing massive job and healthcare losses in 
aviation not only in (state) but across the nation come October 1. Please take 
action NOW

HI:       Sen. Hirono:    808-522-8970.        Sen. Schatz:             808-523-2061

AZ:      Sen. Sinema:   602-598-7327         Sen. McSally:           602-952-2410

NV:      Sen. Rosen:     702-388-0205         Sen. Cortez-Masto: 775-686-5750

WA:	   Sen. Cantwell: 206-220-6400         Sen. Murray:            206-553-5545

OR:	   Sen. Merkley:  503-326-3386         Sen. Widen:             503-326-7525

CA:      Sen. Feinstein: 310-914-7300        Sen. Harris:              310-231-4494

The fight is not over, we have strength, solidarity and we vote.  There are so 
many people, Activists, Mobilizers, Leadership and Members working everyday 
and we will continue our fight and will not accept no action by the Senate.

Today is National Voter Registration Day. Check your registration status at 
vote.org 

In Solidarity,

Rick Schwabauer 

MEC Government Affairs Chair AFA-CWA

Hawaiian Airlines 

https://www.afacwa.org/tweet_congress_save_our_jobs_and_extend_psp
http://vote.org

